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Field Changes  
 Best Practices
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Reordering Fields

Limited # of Fields 

Multiple Selections 

Single Selection 

Main vs. Details
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Main Fields
Guidelines for Modifying Fields
Adding a new field? 
Let Us know! We will need to post notice and can give you guidance for the best 
placement.  Why is notice needed? 

Removing an existing field entirely? 
Let Us know! We will need to post notice and can give you a date for removal or 
remove it for you. 

Reordering Fields 
Go for it!  

Modifying the Data Type? 
Let Us know! We will need to post notice and give you a date to switch. 
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Detail Fields
Guidelines for Adding, Removing and 
Modifying Fields
Adding a new detail group? 
Let us know! We will need to post notice and can guide you through the process or 
make the changes for you.


Adding a Detail field (Not including Y/N)? 
Let us know! We will need to post notice and can guide you through the process or 
make the changes for you.


Modifying the Data Type? 
Let us know! We will need to post notice and give you a date to switch.


Removing an existing detail group? 
Let us know! We will need to post notice and can give you a date for removal or 
remove it for you.
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Bulk Listing Update
Items to Consider When Switching  

Data Fields 

Bulk Listing Update involving less than 9,000 Listings.  
No notice needed


Bulk Listing Update involving 9,000-30,000 listings.  
At least 5 Business days once passed to our RETS team.


Bulk Listing Update involving 30,000+ Listings. 
At least 10 business days once passed to our RETS team.
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Do’s and Dont’s

Labels and Lists

Changing the Label of a Main List Field 
Go for it!


Changing the name of an existing list item 
Be careful! You may change the description

but not the value.


Adding a new Item to an existing list 
Go for it!


Removing an item from an existing list 
Go for it! Be sure to consider what happens to 

listings with that value.
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Related Scrolls

Parent and Child Fields 

Troubleshooting - Why is  
something broken on my  
input screen? 

Adding Relationships 

Removing Relationships 

Related Scroll Report 
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When in Doubt…

CONTACT CPR! 

CPR@FLEXMLS.COM
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